The 24’ Entourage
Unobtrusive on the outside, the clean lines of the moderately
sized Entourage quietly conceals a custom designed interior that
is unsurpassed in the industry. Natural bamboo, polished black
granite counters, contrasting, high profile, porcelain sink basins,
designer, no-touch faucets, handsomely framed artwork, track
lighting and more, are combined to produce a comfortable, welcoming atmosphere and an eye-pleasing aesthetic. But the
Entourage is not just a “pretty face”. This unit is a fully functioning
rest room facility that can handle a high volume of traffic without
showing the strain. Climate controlled and wired for sound, the
Entourage caters to the guest’s comfort in every way possible.
Introduced in the 2010 season, it has already garnered numerous
rave reviews.
Specifications on overleaf.

The 24’ Entourage

Even with so many appointments to distinguish it from the other mobile facilities, the high profile porcelain
sink basins seem to have become the defining feature of the Entourage. Their stark whiteness, circular shapes
and high-rise design contrasted against the highly polished, black granite counters grab the viewer’s eye upon
entry and become the aesthetic centerpiece of the interior. Brushed nickel, curved, no-touch faucets provide
metallic accents for the sinks and the clean, hard-edged design is offset by the soft, natural look of real bamboo
doors and rich wood trim throughout. Large, framed, plate glass mirrors in the grooming areas allow guests to
check their attire and adjust hair and hair make up. The Entourage is truly a unique rest room that delivers the
highest levels of comfort, efficiency and design available anywhere in the field.

Accommodations

Ladies side: 4 stalls with commodes, 3 sinks with make-up mirrors in common area
Men’s side: 1 stall with commode, 3 urinals, 2 sinks w/ grooming mirror in common area.

Capacity

The number of people served will vary according to the length and nature of event.

Electrical Power

Unit operates on three separate 110/125 volt, 20 amp circuits. These circuits must be on separate
breakers and not used to power any additional equipment. Power source should be within 50 feet
of the unit.

Electrical Connections

Unit has three NEMA 5-20 plugs.

Generator

Required where adequate power is not available at the location.

Water Supply

Unit has a standard garden hose connection. Water access within 50 feet of the unit is strongly
recommended. Hook-up requires a spigot with compatible connector and functioning turn-off valve.

Auxiliary Water Supply

Required where adequate water pressure (30-60 psi) is not available.

Additional Fees

Relocation of unit after initial delivery.
Additional personnel: Electricians, Plumbers, Attendants etc.

Special Options

Amenity package, flowers at additional charge.
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